Abstract For urban flash flood simulation, we need the higher resolution radar rainfall than radar rainfall of KMA, which has 10 min time and 1km spatial resolution, because the area of subbasins is almost below 1 km 2 . Moreover, we have to secure the high quantitative accuracy for considering the urban hydrological model that is sensitive to rainfall input. In this study, we developed the quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE), which has 250 m spatial resolution and high accuracy using KMA AWS and SK Planet stations with Mt. Gwangdeok radar data in Seoul area. As the results, the rainfall field using KMA AWS (QPE1) is showed high smoothing effect and the rainfall field using Mt. Gwangdeok radar is lower estimated than other rainfall fields. The rainfall field using KMA AWS and SK Planet (QPE2) and conditional merged rainfall field (QPE4) has high quantitative accuracy. In addition, they have small smoothed area and well displayed the spatial variation of rainfall distribution. In particular, the quantitative accuracy of QPE4 is slightly less than QPE2, but it has been simulated well the non-homogeneity of the spatial distribution of rainfall.
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Equations (7) Fig. 3 . The rainfall distribution determined at 0300 LST 13 July 2013 (Case 1) using the quantitative precipitation estimation methods: (a) QPE1 using the kriging method and only information from KMA's rain gauge network, (b) QPE2 using the kriging method and a combination of the KMA's and SK Planet's rainfall gauge networks, (c) the Gwangdeok-San radar rainfall (QPE3) using the Marshall-Palmer equation; (d) QPE4 using the conditional merging method. (Nakakita et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2008 
